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INTRODUCTION
On 1 January 2006, the euro banknotes will have been in circulation for four years. It is a policy of De Nederlandsche Bank (DNB) to gain feedback on the euro notes used by the Dutch. DNB does so in two ways: 1) by measuring the public's knowledge and appreciation of euro banknotes, 2) by following the Dutch media and individual comments from the Dutch public to the central bank.
Another reason for this publication is the received interest in our previous contribution to the SPIE in 2002: 'A method for measuring the public's appreciation and knowledge of banknotes' [14] . This article was quoted several times by other central banks [46, 47] , by a banknote designer and paper maker [72, 75] , by scientists [73, 85] , by a cash users organisation [80] and a criticaster [65] . Usually the findings were accepted, but in some cases there were doubts. Prof. Dr. Heiner Treinen, an advocate of double-side intaglio, for example, questioned the results of opinion polls in his study of the subconscious perception of authenticity [73] .
Central banks are taking more and more initiatives to enter the field of consumer or market research on public awareness of banknotes. DNB also recently received interest from other central banks (e.g. Spain and Chili). The influence of this public feedback on banknote designs, while still limited, will certainly be noticeable in the near future. The need to invite more user input in banknote design is also expressed by the European Central Bank (ECB) in its Monthly Bulletin of August 2004. With reference to the preparation of the second series of euro banknotes, the ECB writes [59] :
'The definition of the functional requirements relies on marketing-based techniques. The derived specifications are used to initiate product design programmes for banknote design upgrades and new banknote series. The focus is on different kinds of customers and users: the general public (including visually impaired people), cashiers, vending machines, banknote processing machines, cash handlers, law enforcement authorities and the note issuing industry itself. Each has different needs in terms of convenience, authentication, efficiency, resilience and costs and these needs also differ for low, medium and high denomination banknotes.'

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Since the introduction of the euro on 1 January 2002, DNB has organised several studies to receive public feedback on the new euro notes and coins. An overview is given in Table 1 , which includes also public opinion research conducted by others like the European Commission, United States Treasury, Bank of Canada and ECB [31, 42, 46, 53, 57, 62, 68, 70] . This paper focuses on relevant research by DNB, comparing DNB's findings with those of others. Table 1 .
Overview of the public research done on euro and other banknotes since 2002. FG = Focus Group. 1 ) As far as known. Based on reference [29] . 2 ) From 26 April -6 June 2004, in the town of Woerden. In total around 500 points of sale participated. 3 ) Perception research to different means of payment (cash, debit card, credit card, pre paid card) on safety, speed, ease of use and the costs [78, 99] . 4 ) Computer Assisted Self Interviewing. 18 years and older.
Periodic DNB surveys (quantitative research)
The 2-year periodic research is important to DNB, because of the valuable information it provides on changing views. Both the methodology and the questions remain unchanged so as to facilitate comparing findings and ensure maximum reliability of the trends perceived. As the questionnaires are identical in set-up, the guilder-related findings and the eurorelated findings can be compared as well. In February 2002, DNB organised an additional poll in view of the introduction of the euro. As expected after the massive Euro 2002 Introduction Campaign and the extensive national campaign conducted in the Netherlands, public knowledge of security features in the Netherlands turned out to have increased from an average of 1.7 for the NLG notes in 1999 to 2.3 for the new euro notes. This increase was predicted in 2002 [14] . Appreciation of the euro notes was lower than for the guilder notes (i.e. a drop from 79.8 % for the Abstract Series to 65.7 % for the new euro series was measured).
To measure appreciation of their notes, three other central banks used the same questions as asked by DNB. This made it possible to compare, for the first time in banknote history, public appreciation of banknotes in different countries!
The European Commission periodically polls the European public on a wide variety of subjects, including the euro, every six months publishing the findings as Eurobarometer. There are also dedicated, so-termed Flash Eurobarometer surveys, e.g. 'The Euro, 3 Years Later', characterized by an open and transparent reporting style [42, 62, 102] . Some of the information thus gathered is also used in this paper.
Six trials for one contact DNB reduced the number of interviewees in its periodic surveys from around 2,000 in 2003 to 1,500 in 2005. The reason for this policy is the widespread use of mobile telephones (cell phones), which has its consequences for telephone interviews in that potential respondents are often contacted at inconvenient moments. It is TNS NIPO's experience that nowadays six trials are required to find one willing respondent. While the reliability of the research did not drop (i.e. 95% for all surveys conducted by TNS NIPO), the margin slightly increased (see Appendix I).
Since the replies to questions concerning the text and picture elements on the euro notes are stable, DNB is considering asking the same questions in another four years for its future research efforts.
Latent knowledge: repeated questions and point out
The more time respondents take to reflect on a question, the more knowledge they come up with on banknotes. Apparently, as it is not required for daily life, banknote knowledge seems to be stored in the back of people's minds. In other words, there seems to be a latent knowledge of e.g. security features of banknotes. That is why it may be advisable to repeat questions and encourage the interviewee by asking Do you know any more?
In comparing surveys, it should be kept in mind that the questions used are often not alike. In the DNB public poll the basic question reads Which security features in a banknote do you know? [14] . As known, people have difficulty putting security features of the banknotes in words [14] . This is why respondents could be asked to mark the features they know with a pen in a black-and-white copy of the relevant banknote. Pointing out stimulates the memory. When shown the note in question, people are able to recall significantly more security features than when asked repetitive questions. Repetitive questions, in turn, yield more answers than non-repetitive ones.
Focus group research by DNB (quantitative research)
Often, market research is exclusively associated with quantitative research, like the large-scale collection of data. A drawback of this type of research is that it does not provide detailed insight into the answers provided. For this reason (additional) qualitative research may be used, like e.g. focus groups. In 2003, DNB gained its first experience with focus groups related to banknotes. For one euro research project, it received feedback on different foil applications on banknotes [39] . One year later, in 2004, DNB organised two focus group meetings, one with consumers and one with retailers, to receive feedback on the counterfeit crisis at that time in the Netherlands [49] . Below some methodological comments are given on the two different quantitative market research methods used: focus groups and individual in-dept interviews. Table 2 contrasts the most important differences between focus groups and in-depth interviews. Focus groups are more common in the Anglo-Saxon world. In 2004, the US Treasury and the Bank of Canada reported on their experiences with focus groups in a SPIE paper 'Comparative analysis of public opinion research in the USA and Canada' [46] . In both countries, 6 different banknotes were shown to differently composed focus groups (bank tellers, cashiers, consumers) nationally. In the USA, 12 focus groups were part of the research effort; in Canada, 12 focus groups were consulted and also 6 in-depth interviews with law enforcement officers.
Focus groups versus individual in-depth interviews
Focus Group /Target Group
In-depth interviews -more common in Anglo-Saxon world -more common on the continent of Europe -for strong opinions, high public involvement -for low public involvement -interaction between participants -no interaction between participants -no individual test possible -test of individual, daily use -opinion leader might influence others -real opinion of one person -idea generating -not conducive to many new ideas -less suitable for reaction to range of products -reaction to range of products Table 2 . Some differences between focus/target groups and in-depth interviews.
Banknotes are products that generate much pubic involvement; the public never grows excited when discussing banknotes, except perhaps when it comes to counterfeits or when a new design is issued. With such subjects, in-depth interviews are advisable, as they often provide a detailed insight into deeper conscious and subconscious individual processes. In-depth interviews are also the most suitable method if respondents are asked to do a test based on individual decision making, like a security check on a banknote or an opinion of a new banknote design. A one-to-one relation of respondent and interviewer will in such a case provide the most realistic output. Another advantage of in-depth interviews is that they permit the use of a fairly large amount of stimulus material, e.g. up to around 15 different banknotes. People are very well able to react on a range of products, but, on the whole, are not very apt at responding to (oral presented) concepts.
Focus groups are usually deployed in order to generate ideas on a broad level. They are essentially idea generating vehicles. Focus groups are also preferred when a rough overview of opinions, beliefs and associations is required. In focus groups, however, the interaction stimulates respondents to keep giving new answers. A disadvantage is that a strong opinion leader in a focus group might influence the group discussion. Therefore, it is advisable to use the individual approach, especially when children and elderly persons are involved. The limitations of any qualitative research must be kept in mind. Respondents are selected on a non-random basis and their views cannot be regarded as quantifiable and able to project to any specific population or cohort or universe. The information obtained may be viewed as indicative of the prevailing attitudes but not to the extent that they may be considered representative of any defined population.
Cultural regions of the EMU
In conducting -for the first time -market research for ECB R&D projects within the EMU-area, the following question had to be answered: should all of the 12 countries making up the Euro zone be involved, or a number of cultural regions within the EMU area, if such regions are at all identifiable? The first part of the answer was found by preparing an overview as given in Table 3 ; six consumer test regions were identified. Since three of the identified areas are comparatively small, it seemed sensible to conduct consumer research in the three larger areas first. If the results within these regions proved to be in line with each other, they would be extrapolated to the Anglo-Saxon, Nordic and Greek regions. 
PUBLIC KNOWLEDGE OF DENOMINATIONS
Practically all Dutch citizens are able to mention spontaneously the denominations 5, 10, 20 and 50 euro (see Table 4 Table 4 .
Spontaneous awareness values for euro banknotes (in %) in the Netherlands. The denominations 25, 250 and 1,000 do not occur in euro [84] . +/-means a positive or negative significant difference compared to the results of the previous survey.
Spontaneous awareness of currency of lower values is the same for men and women. However, higher values (100, 200 and 500 euro) are better known by men than by women. The younger generations (age [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] and people dealing with cash money for occupational reasons are the most familiar with the above-mentioned higher values of euro banknotes. An increasing number of Dutch people mistakenly think that the current range of euro banknotes includes the denominations 250 and 1,000 euro. One explanation for this misunderstanding is that the majority does not use these high denominations. After more than 3 years, 77 % of the Dutch never held a euro 500 note in their hands, 63 % never a 200 euro banknote and 25 % never a 100 euro note [84] . Another explanation is that the Dutch may perceive the euro denominations as the old guilder denominations, which did include a 250 and 1,000 value and were not much used in daily life either. The Dutch do know that the 25 guilder banknote has been replaced by a 20 euro banknote.
Prompted awareness
When a denomination is mentioned to the respondent, people have a better memory: average prompted awareness is 6.4 (against 5.7 spontaneous). Six out of ten respondents (58 %) are aware of all 7 euro banknotes when prompted, against 32 % unprompted. About one third (30 %) is able to name six out of seven banknotes when prompted, about the same as the percentage of people producing this information non-prompted (29 %). A minority (11 %) cannot name more than five banknotes. Prompted awareness of non-existing euro notes is even higher than spontaneous awareness, especially of the 1,000 euro banknote 
PUBLIC KNOWLEDGE OF SECURITY FEATURES
Since 1983, DNB has measured the public's knowledge of security features. Over the years, this knowledge increased from an average of 1.03 in 1983 to 2.2 in 2005 (see Figure 1 ). There seems to be room for further improvement. know more than 1.3 on average [84] . If banknote design and public information were further optimized, the awareness target could be set at an average public knowledge of 3 security features. In 2005, research by the European Commission's Anti-Fraud Office (OLAF) reported an average knowledge of 1.3 security features, concluding that there was a 'lack of knowledge about banknote security features aimed at the general public'. No link was found between the knowledge of the security feature and correct identification of genuine banknotes [68] .
Declining incidence of wrong and partly wrong answers
Around 15 % of the Dutch people cannot name one single security feature by heart, while many of those able to produce an answer are mistaken. Over the years, the gap between the categories correct and including wrong answers has clearly narrowed ( Figure 1) Figure 2 and Table 5 ). In 2004 a higher percentage was reported: 26.8 % of the Dutch could not mention one security feature [57] . And an even higher figure, 40.5 %, was the outcome of another DNB survey [54] . Clearly, the research methodology employed may influence the findings. This is also the main reason for DNB not to alter the periodic questionnaires. Which public security features are communicated to the public Before the public knowledge results are given, it is relevant to know which of the public security features are promoted by the central bank. Table 5 shows the euro features as were communicated to the public, setting these against the promoted features of the new designs of the USA dollar and Japanese Yen. 
Watermark still best-known feature (but image watermark not recalled!)
The watermark remains the most frequently mentioned security feature, followed by the silver coloured, shining foil stripe (see Table 6 ). The feel of the print and the type of paper gained in familiarity. Although the watermark is the best-known feature in the Netherlands, the vast majority of Dutch citizens cannot recall what it looks like: 90 % cannot describe the watermarks in euro 5 or euro 50 banknotes. Some think the watermark represents an animal (1%) or bridge (1 to 2 %) [84] . [14, 17, 34, 54, 57, 70, 84] .
The data in the three tables of DNB's periodic surveys are 100 % comparable. The data in the other columns are less easily comparable because of the different methodologies used.
From the different surveys it may be concluded that the average knowledge of public features in the euro zone is in the range of 2 -3 features.
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A second conclusion is that the surveys in the Netherlands show the same ordinal ranking of the features: watermarks being the best-known features, with the hologram/silver foil coming second, and the security thread third, etcetera.
New feature: tested by scratching
In 2003, people developed the habit of scratching their nails over the so-termed ISARD pattern on the front of all euro denominations (Figure 3 ), a standard element consisting of 15 parallel intaglio lines [81] . Initially incorporated into the euro notes as a central bank feature (level 3), it now serves as a public feature (level 1) [71] . This is illustrated by Table 6 , which shows a rise in the score on raised ink relief: from 5 % in 2003 to 9 % in 2005. Scratching a nail over an intaglio pattern is not a new habit. At the time of the Dutch guilder banknotes, many people were aware that scratching a nail over the pattern of parallel intaglio lines printed on the reverse side of the Dutch NLG 50/Sunflower note (issued in 1982) would produce the sound of a buzzing bee. The watermark in this note represented a bee, i.e. the insect discernible on the sunflower. These former NLG-notes also bore a visible ISARDpattern, but nail scratching at that time was seldom reported. No relation found between size and knowledge of security feature DNB found that the space consumed by a given euro banknote security feature and public awareness of this feature are not correlated [77] . However, larger public security features would have the advantage of being more easily communicable and verifiable.
Knowledge of picture and text elements
Just as at the time of the NLG banknotes, the public can recall a maximum of 4 picture elements; most people can mention one or two. The same holds for the text elements. In general, people can recall one or two text elements and hardly anybody can recall more than 4. The best recalled images and text elements of the 50 euro banknote are given in Table 7 . Spontaneous knowledge of design and text elements of the euro 50 banknote [84] . Table 8 provides the same overview as Table 6 . Instead of the NL-area, now the figures for the EMU-area are given. An important conclusion is that pointing out leads to significantly higher scores than produced by heart, as may be deducted from Table 8 . And produced by heart provides systematically higher scores than by heart. Answers given in internet questionnaires lead to higher scores than produced by heart (see Table 6 ). Always cheek seeeral features.
Comparing DNB findings with others
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FILTER
Look at the note through a filter.
Metameric colours, interference effects, polarisation effects, …
SPECIAL LIGHT
Hold the note under special light. Figure 6 . Way-finding features look, feel and tilt. To be used on banknotes. 
Ultra violet (UV), infra red (IR), …
MAGNIFY
DIFFERENTIATION BETWEEN LOW AND HIGH DENOMINATIONS
The public security features used for euro banknotes in the low denominations (euro 5, 10 and 20) differ from the ones used for the high denominations (50 to 500). As early as in the preparatory phase of the Euro 2002 Information Campaign in 2001, this distinction was found difficult to communicate ( Figure 8 ). For each description -as well as for the illustrations -separate instructions had to be developed for the foil -stripe and patch -and the special inks: the iridescent stripe and OVI. The message did not really come across to the European public. As late as in December 2004, most cash handlers (close to 70 %) did not know that the two groups of banknotes bore different security features. Similar results were found by DNB: one out of ten respondents (9 %) believes there is a foil stripe on the 50 euro banknote. Unlike the 5 euro banknote, the 50 euro banknote has none [84] .
The hypothesis that the general public would find it uneasy to have different security features on the low and high denominations induced DNB to ask the public about this distinction [84, 98] . Surprisingly, the majority stated they did not mind that the foil (77 %) and special ink (75 %) differed for low and high denominations. About one third, however, indicated they would like to see the same foil and the same special ink on all the euro banknotes. 
Foil features are more appealing than special ink features
Although not perfect, foil features appear to be more appealing to the public than the special ink features. The foil stripe on the low denominations is best known by the Dutch (90 %), followed by the foil patch (59 %). The special ink on the low and high values are mentioned about equally often (OVI 25 %, gold coloured stripe 21 %) [84] . 'Feeling' and 'touching' the most common verification method; 'tilting' the least common.
To be checked, both foil and special inks require a banknote to be tilted. But tilting as a checking method appears not to be favoured by the public. The Central Bank of Russia reported also rather negatively on the use of features that are to be verified by tilting. The method most frequently used for verifying banknote security features -by common citizens -is touching, by which action both the physical properties of the paper and the intaglio relief and paper properties are checked (29.9 %, feel). OVI is reported to be used only by 2.1 %. This report is very negative about the latent image on the RUR notes: 'For instance, the method for checking the latent images on banknotes in all denominations has never been recorded'. The other recorded public checks are: overall inspection (20.6 %, look), see-through examination (8.2 %, look) and overall inspection of both sides (5.2 %, look) [29] .
APPRECIATION OF EURO BANKNOTES
In the four years that the euro notes have been in Dutch citizens' wallets, appreciation of the designs has grown to an acceptable report mark of 7 (see Figure 8 ). Even so, the gap with the appreciation of the former NLG-notes is still wide. Besides the appreciation figures for the old Dutch guilder notes, Figure 8 provides those for the euro in Austria and for the US-dollar and Canadian dollar [31, 33, 46, 64] . Also compared to these other countries, appreciation of the euro in the Netherlands is quite low.
Design-related appreciation growing, except for euro 5
As they grow more familiar with the euro notes, the Dutch are developing preferences as regards the designs of the various denominations in the first euro series (see Figure 9 ). Asked specifically to name their favourite denomination in the series, people named the euro 20 banknote in 2002, the euro 20 and 100 banknotes in 2003 and the euro 500 banknote in 2005. With each new poll, the difference between numbers 1 and 2 was narrow. The euro 100 banknote turns out to be found the most pleasing design over the years. Appreciation of the euro 5 banknote has been stable ever since this denomination was first introduced. Each time it is found ugly; in 2005 by a majority of 55 % (and beautiful by 45 %). 
QUALITY OF EURO BANKNOTES IN CIRCULATION
Many Dutch people think that the euro 5 and 10 banknotes are not of the same quality as the other denominations. However, the technical specifications for the paper and (most of the) print are the same for all denominations. The experienced minor quality for the 5 and 10 euro may be explained by the sizes of these two denominations. Another aspect is the low return frequency, especially of the euro 5 banknote. The notes do not return to the central bank to be -after sorting -destroyed. As a result people often carry worn euro 5 banknotes in their wallets. Still a majority qualifies these notes as clean (61 % in 2005) , although compared with 2003 this majority is decreasing. The euro 50 banknote is experienced as significantly cleaner (94 % in 2005) . For all denominations it holds that the circulation quality seems stable, with around 85 % being considered clean (see Figure 10 ) [84] . The phrasing of the questions is included in Appendix II. 
EMOTIVE ASPECTS OF EURO BANKNOTES
In addition to the regular telephone survey, in 2005 DNB conducted an additional survey -for the first time -to measure the emotive opinion of the design of the euro banknotes [84] . To do so, DNB employed a new instrument developed by TNS NIPO, called PrEmo (Product Emotion measurement instrument) [43] . PrEmo is a non-verbal, dynamic instrument measuring emotions evoked by the design of products, packages, adverts, etceteras. The emotions are not measured in a verbal cognitive way, but by a set of animations. A drawn character represents a specific emotion by its moving appearance and sounds. Expected emotions for banknote design are pride versus shame and euro minded versus nationalistic. However, PreMo proceeds from 10 standardised (see Table 9 ). The two specific banknote emotions are covered by these 10 (e.g. shame is covered by satisfaction/dissatisfaction and contempt).
PrEmo measures equal products which differ in appearance. Rather than comparing a euro banknote with a euro coin or a dollar banknote, DNB compared two well known euro banknotes, one whose design is rather unpopular (euro 5) and one of a more appreciated design (euro 20). The euro banknotes as shown to the respondents, did not feature their denominations and were equal in size so as to minimise the effects of factors other than the actual design on people's judgement. However, the question still remains if a banknote's value is of influence on the emotional evaluation of the euro banknotes. It is plausible that, in the mind of the respondents, the banknotes' designs are inextricably bound up with their values. Table 9 . The 5 positive and 5 negative emotions used in PrEmo, measuring the euro 5 and the euro 20.
EUR 5 EUR 50 Complete Serie
Conclusions from the PrEmo survey
The results of the emotion measurement are presented in Figure 11 . The two banknotes did not score high on either the positive or the negative emotion scale from 1.0 to 3.0. In general, people have no strong emotions regarding euro 20 and, especially, the 5 euro banknotes. These finding also seem to confirm the statement that banknotes have a low public involvement (which might change in the event of a counterfeit alert or the introduction of a new design), but the low emotional score could also be caused by the design of the euro notes. The euro 20 banknote is considered emotionally more positive in almost all respects than 5 euro banknote, except for amusement. On almost all negative emotions the 20 euro banknote scores significantly lower, except on unpleasant surprise. On the aspects amusement and unpleasant surprise the scores are equal for both designs.
If future euro banknotes should have a higher emotional appeal, desire, boredom and contempt are the aspects most in need of improvement. To achieve this goal, TNS NIPO recommended alterations in the design to avoid boredom. ´Appealing colours and pictures can make the euro banknotes more attractive and less dull. Also the size of the notes may want to be changed. The e banknotes' appearance should be changed at some (of these) points to evoke more, and more positive emotions´ [84] . 
MESSAGE OF EURO BANKNOTES
The low emotive profile of the euro notes is the result of the ECB's banknote design policy. A more striking design would probably have been rejected by most Europeans, said former EMI president Mr. Alexander Lamfalussy -EMI is the predecessor of the ECB -speaking at a press conference held at the opening of the euro design exhibition in September 2003. Also former ECB President Wim Duisenberg indicated that, in retrospect, the right banknote design had been selected. Moreover, he made it clear that the design themes openness to others and bridges linking people were fully endorsed by the ECB Board [64] . The design policy of the euro banknotes is as follows. Returning to the upgrade policy for new euro banknotes, the question is: would it be possible to improve the messages of the first series? The answer is definitely yes. An analysis of the euro banknotes shows that these messages are quite complex and basically break down into two parts: 1) the message of the series, 2) the message of each denomination ( [34, 84] . The recollection of the main images on the Dutch notes was much higher. In 1999, around 68 % answered correctly snipe with regard to the NLG 100 featuring this bird. The abstract NLG 100 still received a score of up to 12 % for stone owl in 1995. The note was named after the watermark in the note [14] . If, as seems to be the case, the bridge communicates better to the public than the gate or door, then why not print the bridge on the front of the note? The gate or door could be left out; in the years 2002 and 2003, the bridge was better known by the public than the gate or door. In 2005 both main subjects were mentioned equally often, but only by about 5 % of the respondents [14, 17, 34, 84] .
The gate, door/window image on the front of the euro notes seems to be not typical enough to identify a certain denomination, as was proved with a simple test done by DNB in 2005 (see Figure 13 ). When the arch of the euro 5 takes the place of the gate on the euro 50 people usually do -in a black and white image -not notice this at first glance. This phenomenon is similar to the portraits of presidents on the US dollar notes. Presidents may be switched without consciously noticing.
The most frequently heard remark refers to the absence of life on the euro notes. banknote were provided with a typical Renaissance flower like the Lily (see Table 10 ). Figure 14 . This design was entered by the Dutch banknote designer Jaap Drupsteen in the 1996 Euro Banknote Design Contest [38] and is an example of the so called 'post-modern currency iconography', which started in 1981 in the Netherlands with the issue of the NLG 100/Snipe [66] . The euro banknotes, bearing no portraits, are also an example of this post-modern currency iconography [66] . The recently published design for the new Swiss series 'Switzerland open to the world', with a potato, an embryo and even a skull in the watermark of the CHF 1,000, to be issued in 2010, will also join this new banknote design trend ( Figure 12 ). On the one hand no longer a portrait on the Swiss notes, on the other hand a bit far-fetched subjects. And, from a perception point of view the following question raises: will the images be characteristic enough for the Swiss public to discriminate the individual denominations and will they be appreciated by the public? 
COUNTERFEITS
In [49] . Other research performed by DNB in 2004 affords insight into how people heard about the counterfeits. Most people read about this phenomenon in the newspaper or learned about it on television or radio (90.3 %), 13.7 % heard it from other people, 4.8 % knew it from their branch organisation and 4.5 % knew of nothing at all. About 80 % heard of it from one source, about 15 % from two sources and nearly 2 % from three sources [54] .
From the responses obtained through the TNS NIPO survey, it may be concluded that the Dutch feel uncomfortable when interviewed and having to admit that they do not know much about their money. Often they feel embarrassed, ashamed. Most respondents say they seldom check their money, if ever. The public's attitude seems to be that they consider themselves victims of a counterfeiter. 'If you find yourself having been handed a counterfeit banknote you have had it'. And to justify this attitude many find the security features unreliable, you cannot rely on them [49] .
Chances of receiving a counterfeit
At the height of this media attention -in February 2004 -people estimate the number of counterfeits much higher than the number of counterfeits circulating in reality. Entrepreneurs estimated that -within a 5-year period -0.5 to 10 % of the euro notes in the Netherlands would be counterfeits. Consumers even expected much higher levels: 30 -100 % [49] . This caused DNB to make some calculations. However, since the circulation of euro notes in the Netherlands is unknown, the total volume of discovered counterfeits could only be expressed in absolute numbers. DNB reported that the total number of counterfeit banknotes identified in [60] . One of the conclusions was that the odds of winning a lottery are much higher than receiving a counterfeit in circulation. Another conclusion was that the total loss incurred by Dutch retailers because of shoplifting is much higher than the total value of the counterfeits. Later, a better-founded estimate was published in the Quarterly Bulletin of DNB. While not really specifying a chance of receiving a counterfeit banknote, it made clear that the total amount of counterfeits per million inhabitants in the Netherlands is lower (1,572 in 2004) than in the rest of the Euro area (1,901) and the USA (2,711) [98] . Usually the counterfeit level is defined by the number of counterfeits per million notes in circulation, which for the euro area stands at about 60 in 2005. As far as known to the author, no studies are available on what would be an acceptable level of counterfeiting in a cash payment system.
New parameter: confidence in banknotes
DNB also decided to poll Dutch citizens' confidence in the euro banknotes. In addition to the cognitive average knowledge of public security features, DNB considers this information a more psychological indicator of the public's trust in euro notes. Asked for the first time in 2005, the question concerned will be repeated in future polls. The first grade -on a scale from 1 to 10 -for confidence in the authenticity of euro banknotes is sufficient, but not high: 6.8. And the grade for protection of euro banknotes against falsification is 6.5. Women have less confidence in both of these aspects than men. The elderly have less confidence in the protection of euro banknotes against falsification compared to young citizens.
THE METHODOLOGIES EMPLOYED FOR THE DIFFERENT USER GROUPS
Visually impaired
Just a few days after the introduction of the euro notes surprising pictures appeared in one of the major news papers in the Netherlands showing how the colour-blind perceive the new euro notes. These citizens hardly see any difference between the colours of the euro 5 and 10 notes. Also the euro 20 and 500 notes are seen as quite similar colours [12] . DNB also received a complaint that security features based on colour changing effects, like the OVI in the euro 50, cannot be discerned by the colour-blind [51] . It became clear that some people had been overlooked by the developers of euro notes. DNB made their apologies to the Dutch colour-blind and promised to make amends in future euro banknote series. The group of the visually handicapped people can be subdivided as provided in Table 11 , the male colour blind clearly being the largest group. Clearly more research is needed. 
Identification of user groups and their requirements
After DNB had communicated that the former NLG-notes had 20 security features, journalists and Dutch counterfeit experts were eager to find out how many and which features were incorporated into the new euro notes. Table 12 .
Overview of the user levels/groups of security features in any banknote.
The calculation of 37 features is based on all the security features used, divided over the different user groups as indicated in Table 12 (see also [2] ). There seems to be a need to know the exact number of security features, since also other central banks in the euro area mentioned the figure 37 in their documents. Later this number even increased to 40 [e.g. 81], while another newspaper wrote more safely 'the exact amount of security features is a secret' [97] . The comments made in the media were also found in a focus group survey commissioned by DNB in 2004: 'All features are out of date, all have been counterfeited. Also the hidden features.' [49] . One of the conclusions of this report was that people grow insecure from too many security features. Lesson learned: inform the public on the number of public security features (e.g. 6) and use this as a stepping stone in remembering the features (slogan: Check all six!).
Level Zero or what induces people to check security features?
A banknote's quality and typical feel are often the first characteristics to trigger the suspicion that one is dealing with a counterfeit, especially among cashiers, like retailers. However, this is not a method that permits a description in terms of an instruction -including pictures -for banknote authentication. And moreover, the characteristics concerned suffer heavily from circulation: turning from stiff, smooth and free of crumples to soft, limp and ceased. Such a trigger feature might also be described as a Level 0 feature (Level Zero). A blurred ink jet reproduction is another example. The public immediately notice there is something wrong with the note and start checking its watermark. Specific features to initiate Level 0 are often the same as the ones implemented in the banknote to prevent reproduction (Level 4), like: paper tint, scan and screen traps, colours outside the Euro scale and rainbow print.
User requirements for security features
In 2002, the Bank of Canada asked respondents to define the ideal security features [28, 46, 47] . Table 13 lists these four requirements and extends them with three more. The most important requirement seems to be the time needed to check a security feature. For retailers, this would be around 2 seconds. According to the Central bank of Russia, the time to control the OVI on the rouble notes is 3.1 s, i.e. the shortest test, while checking the latent image with 18.4 s is most timeconsuming. Checking the relief of intaglio print on the rouble takes 4.0 s, the watermark 8.0 s and the security thread 10.1 s. Although fast, it was also reported that the OVI is only used by 2.1 % of the Russian respondents [29] .
Checking features on the reverse side takes additional time and is therefore often omitted. One's thumb and/or other fingers may cover a feature when the note is turned, e.g. the OVI on the high euro denominations. Relevant in this context is also the finding that a cashier does not want to check more than two security features and would rather check just one. The settlement of a complete cash transaction takes 19 s and should involve at least the following three efficiency actions: 1) counting the number of coins and banknotes involved; 2) handing over the money and receiving the change; 3) performing an additional check for counterfeits. [49] . Counterfeits will have a negative influence on the efficiency of cash payments. Shopkeepers will lose time and -if a counterfeit is acceptedmoney. The 19 s for settling a full cash transaction by retailers was reported in a DNB-study of the efficiency of different means of payment, conducted under the auspices of the Dutch National Forum on Payment Systems. Cash payments are quicker than debit card (26 s) and credit card (28 s) payments, but more time-consuming than settling an e-purse payment (14 s) [53] . It is remarkable that the most widely used definitions of efficient cash payments do not address the time required to settle the cash payment (see, e.g.
For step 3, usually not much time is taken. 'Shopkeepers seldom find the time to verify the notes received. Some retailers said they would verify banknotes as a rule if they received counterfeits on a frequent basis'
, 'A cash payment between two persons is efficient when the total number of coins and banknotes used -including the change-is the minimum of all possible combinations of the amount of coins and banknotes needed to realise this cash transaction' [60]).
In 2004, DNB conducted a survey of the way how different payment instruments, like cash and debit card, are perceived. From this survey it emerged that most people are averse to cash payment because of the time it takes to (1) search for the right amount of coins and banknotes and (2) wait for change. Other reasons for aversion to cash payments are: theft and loss (both safety), shortness of cash and an overstuffed purse (both on ease of use). As to the costs of cash payments, people are averse to the card holder fee -which grants them access to the ATM -and do not like the loss of interest bearing cash [78, 99] . Another sustainable competitive advantage of coins and banknotes over other means of payments is that cash payments are anonymous.
Retailers
Cash handlers may handle up to 200 or more banknotes a day. This considered, retailers may well be considered key players in preventing counterfeit circulation. As said, retailers like to check a security feature fast (2 s) and no more than two features at a time and do so discretely, so as not to invite discussions with clients ( Figure 15 [49] .
Some retailers in the Netherlands have counters with lights shining up from below. It is a natural reaction to put the note(s) from the customer on the counter to avoid errors about the value of the notes handed. While returning the change, the shopkeeper is able to check discretely and at a glance four euro security features: the watermark, the thread, the seethrough register and the perforation of the hologram! To help retailers choose an authentication device, DNB was the first central bank to organise a detector test and to publish the result on its web site www.dnb.nl (in April 2004). The report is based on tests performed on both genuine and counterfeit euro banknotes. This publication was well received by the retail organisations in the Netherlands and DNB updates this report twice a year [71] .
Automatic Teller Machines (ATMs)
Especially the euro 5, 10, 20 and 50 notes are more-and-more used in all kind of ATMs (Figure 16c ). Feeding the machines often leads to confusion. The note may be rejected, upon which the customer, now grown insecure, will proceed to re-feed the note, but now in a different orientation. The feeding instruction for euro notes is often to 1) push the note to the left and 2) push the note forward. With a uniform note height the instruction would become simpler and notes would be less likely to skew. As far as is known, banknote acceptors receive no landscape or Long Edge First (LEF) oriented noted, but only Short Edge First (SEF) or portrait-oriented notes. In the case of ATMs, the banknotes are supplied landscape-wise, but more recently introduced machines also do so portrait-wise [82] . To come to the public's aid, the banknote designers may need to study the design of e.g. hotel room keys and telephone cards (see Figure 16a and 16b).
Standard note height
The Dutch were used to a standard note height of 76 mm and length increments of 6 mm in Dutch guilder banknotes. A banknote series consisting of various lengths and heights, such as the euro banknotes series, was new to them. A survey conducted by DNB showed that the Dutch consider the euro 5 note too small (height 62 mm) and the euro 100 note too large (height 82 mm) [49, see also 19] . This criticism is understandable if a recent study of typically European wallet sizes is taken into account. A note height of 70 -75 mm would fit best in a European wallet with its typical dimensions of: (length) x (width) = (200 -250 mm) x (90 -120 mm).
• Indfor The Netherlands Bankers' Association recommended introducing a standard note height in future euro notes, because [92] : Usually there are one or two types of cash box inside an ATM. Issuance of the smaller euro 5 notes often requires a third cassette, which may explain the poor quality of these notes: these notes are not issued by ATMs. Commercial banks are not very willing to invest in more cash boxes. One of the reasons for not loading low values into ATMs might also be the need for more frequent refilling. A single note height would lead to one type of ATM cassette, permitting issuance of all denominations! A trend in banknotes is the use of bands, by way of a security thread (including the wander zone), foil stripe, fibres and special ink properties (see Figure 17a) . A larger note length may support future designs, while a larger height does not create more space for these bands. Vertically formatted banknotes are not (yet) very popular and may be found today in Cape Verde, Israel, Serbia, Sri Lanka and Switzerland (see Figure 17c) .
BANKNOTE PSYCHOLOGY
The use of images of banknotes in visual instructions is on the increase in Dutch society, as illustrated in Figure 18 . While not considering taking action to discourage this trend, DNB is understandably not in favour of the use of crosses printed over euro banknote images as this may be mistakenly interpreted as suggesting that cash as a payment instrument is not quite reliable or that the banknotes are not accepted everywhere. 
Final: European identity
We do not know to what extent the design of the euro coins and banknotes may help enhance the public's awareness of a European identity. What we do know, however, is that the introduction of the euro did not make the Dutch feel more European. As is reported in the two special There are many signs that the designs of the euro coins and banknotes appeal to a sense of European identity, as is illustrated in this paper. But there seems to be much room for improvement. Perhaps the second euro series will also satisfy the Dutch journalist who wrote in the first weeks of the euro notes' circulation: 'I see characters that do not inspire me, the letters BCE ECB EZB EKT EKP. Am I living in Eastern Europe or something?' [11] . After the setback in 2005 as a result of the French and Dutch publics' 'no' to the European Union Constitution, the launch of the second series of euro notes is an opportunity to show that the EU and ECB are able to create an outstanding and appealing product with which Europeans like to identify. Appealing European money will foster pride in being European!
CONCLUSIONS
1. The euro banknote designs have been accepted by the Dutch public. The notes are appreciated -each year more soand the public's knowledge of the security features is also high (average of 2.2 in 2005). Each year more people are able to tell which of the euro designs they prefer.
2. From a design point of view the first series of euro banknotes is a success. However, the present design leaves much room for improvement and optimization, especially in terms of recognition and suitability for daily use by the public.
3. In general, people feel no strong positive or negative emotions towards the euro banknotes.
4. People experience a (historical) building as the euro banknote's chief message. The messages of the euro notes appear to be too complex for the public (Ages & Styles, Europe, gate/window, bridges). The public's ability to name spontaneously the main images, gates/windows and bridges, is poor. More variety in the buildings would increase the notes' recognizability and appeal, as would the use of images of living elements like people, animals and/or flowers. To reduce this complexity, even the main theme Ages & Styles may need to be abolished, creating more room for Europe as the main theme. The same applies to the gates /windows element.
5. The distinction between low and high euro denominations is not effective as it leaves both the public and retailers confused about the security features, besides making the public information tools too complex.
6. The average number of security features spontaneously produced by the Dutch public appears to be 2.2 in 2005. To increase this average, communication should focus first of all on the 15 to 20 % Dutch citizens who cannot tell a single security feature. In general, these people are found among elderly citizens, citizens in the lower social classes, the less educated, women and people who do not deal with money ('non retailers') on a daily basis. 8. Tilt features -and especially colour switching features -are less popular than feel and look features.
9. Foil features are better recalled by the public at large than special ink features, and, therefore, seem to be more popular.
10. The Dutch consider the euro notes in circulation as clean (86 %). The euro 50 banknote is significantly more judged as clean (94%) than the euro 5 banknote (61%).
11. For several reasons, the euro 5 euro banknote seems to be less successful than the euro 50 one. In 2005, the Dutch find this 5 euro note downright ugly.
12. All surveys reported on point in the same direction. Major contradictions are not found. 13 . Measuring appreciation seems a better method to determine the public's opinions about the different euro designs than measuring emotions. Around 95 % All market research has a reliability of 95 %, independent of the sample size. The accuracy margin of the answers depends on the sample size. 5. Accuracy +/-1.7 % (at 82 %) For 2,000 interviewees and, e.g., p1 = 82 % (meaning: 82 % answered the question) and for other sample sizes and p1=82 %, the following margins apply: n = 300, margin is +/-4.3 % n = 1,000, margin is +/-2.4 % n = 1,500, margin is +/-1.9 % n = 2,000, margin is +/-1. Table 3 . Overview of partially correct security features mentioned by the public. These answers count as correct answers. Denomination  NIPO 2002  NIPO 2003  TNS NIPO 2005  5  54  49  45  10  64  65  67  20  69  72  74  50  68  65  71  100  68  72  76  200  69  71  75  500  68  71  77  Total  460  465  485  Total/7 65.7 % 66.4 % 69.2 % Table 4 .
Appreciation of series as 'beautiful'
Results for the appreciation of the euro banknotes as a series on the basis of the beautiful score for each of the seven individual denominations.
APPENDIX II
Phrasing of the questions (DNB)
Questions related to the quality of the euro banknotes currently in circulation
The questions as incorporated in DNB's opinion polls for 2003 and 2005 were:
DNB Question 1 and 2 What is your opinion of the quality of the euro 5 notes? How would you judge these notes in general in terms of soiling, crumpling, wear-and-tear, writing, repair tape etcetera? Would you say that, on the whole, the euro 5 notes are … (respondent may choose from the following answers) 
Circulation
Due to the effect of migration -the Netherlands is now a monetary province of the euro area -it is no longer possible to know the exact circulation of euro notes in the Netherlands, just as in the guilder era DNB could not possibly specify the amount of guilders in circulation in one of the Dutch provinces. Net issues are used instead, which are defined as the total amount of banknotes issued banknotes by DNB. Strikingly, the circulation of the euro 20 note is negative. The reason for this is not so much that the Dutch public would dislike the 20 euro denomination, but that the euro 20 banknote is often the highest denomination in the ATMs of neighbouring countries. And these euro 20 notes migrate to the Netherlands, since the euro 50 banknote is most often provided denomination by the ATMs in the Netherlands.
Looking at the total amount of euro notes in circulation just one conclusion is to be drawn: the euro notes are very popular, also in the Netherlands. In terms of numbers, since the euro banknotes' launch in 2002, the total euro circulation has autonomically grown at a pace of 10 % per year, from around 7.3x10 9 notes at the new currency's launch to around 10x10 9 notes in 2005. In terms of value, an even higher annual growth is measured of around 20 %, from EUR 350.10 9 at year-end 2001 in the national currencies to around EUR 525x10 9 in 2005 [98] .
In 2005, an overwhelming majority, i.e. 95 % of the Dutch respondents to be precise, answered that the euro banknotes are easy to distinguish and manipulate (against 93 % for the Euro zone). People experienced the euro coins as more difficult to distinguish: only 65 % considered this easy, against 59 % in 2004 (cf.73 % for the Euro area) [102] . From the 12 countries within the euro area, the Dutch are the ones who most often still count in the old national currency, the guilder or NLG (2004: 67 %, against 49 % for the Euro zone) [62] .
Usefulness of a 1 and 2 euro note
The discussion within the Euro area about the public need for euro 1 and 2 banknotes was certainly not supported by the . DNB's position in this context was not to introduce such low denominations. Apart from respecting the public's opinion, DNB's arguments were that the average quality of these notes would drop below the level deemed acceptable. Also, the costs would be too high and inefficiencies in cash payments would be created.
Abolishment of 1 and 2 eurocent
Two years after their introduction, the usefulness of 1 and 2 eurocents was called into question in the Netherlands. The discussions were conducted in a formalised manner within the National Forum on Payment Systems. It was concluded that savings up to 30 million euro a year could be achieved if the 1 and 2 eurocent coins were abolished. Also from a theoretical point of view, it was concluded that the efficiency of the denomination structure of the euro cash system would stand to gain from abolition of the said coins. Another argument was that DNB had learned from repeated questions in a so-called CentER panel that the public might be in favour of cash payments in shops being rounded off to the nearest 5 eurocents. The outcome of the trial was that 83 % of the Dutch public are in favour of, or indifferent to, rounding off cash transactions. It had been agreed in advance that the threshold value for the opponents should be less than 20 % for a countrywide implementation. At 16 % of the opponents, this was the case. Rounding off cash transactions does not mean that the 1 and 2 eurocents will disappear altogether. The introduction of the round-off rule in the Netherlands was formalised by the Dutch Minister of Finance, but a withdrawal of the 1 and 2 eurocents as legal tender would need to be decided on by all the Ministers of Finance of the EMU [60] . The Netherlands are, after Finland, the second country within the Euro zone to introduce a cash round-off rule to the nearest zero/five eurocents. The Dutch will not regret this measure judging by European Commission's finding that 50 % of the Dutch is of the opinion that there are too many euro coins, against 40 % for the Euro zone. Asked which coins should be withdrawn, the Dutch answered the 1 cent coin (77 %), the 2 cent coin (69 %) and the 2 euro coin (10 %). In 2005, the Dutch seem to be more satisfied, although 33 % hold that there are too many coins (against 36 % for the Euro zone [102] ). According to the Dutch -45 % both in 2004 and 2005 -the withdrawal of the smallest-value coins will not lead to price increases (the highest score in the Euro zone [62, 102] ).
Money illusion
In 2004, DNB reported that the psychological inflation of the euro amply exceeded real inflation. Dutch consumers said that the price rise over the years 2001 -2005 is 12 %, while in reality prices went up 8.4 % [88, 89] . This effect was (partly) explained by Philip Franses, who reasoned that the Dutch people were ready to pay up to an average of 60 % more in euro than in Dutch guilders. Franses' study was focussed on e.g. the price people were prepared to pay while on holiday for a set of towels at the swimming pool or for hiring of a tennis court. According to Franses, people tend to calculate using the value unit one. If this unit changes, it is difficult to estimate prices. If a foreign currency unit has a higher value than the home currency unit, people tend to spend more money, an example of money illusion. In case of a lower value for the foreign currency unit, people tend to spend less [87] . 
Attitude of the Dutch to the euro
Design/iconography
Positive reactions given to the design of the euro notes are: 'All these stripes and cubes on the guilder notes were more for the intellectuals, not for the common man in the street. The euro notes are different, much better than the guilders' [7] . Lack of tradition was explained as 'not being able to relate to the images of the euro'. This not only accounts for the perception of higher prices, but also refers to the design of the notes, as a well-known Dutch writer wrote: 'We should never have changed to this ugly euro. Yes, that also, these notes are ugly. They become dingy and then look like Polish zlotys' [83] .
Construction of bridge on euro 5
In 2005 a Dutch news paper reported that the construction of the bridge on the euro 5 would not be common for the Classical period. The pillars of the bows of the second layer should not be founded in the centre of the bows of the first construction layer. The same argument is valid for the second and third layer of the aqueduct. The euro 5 notes would be used as education material in applied mechanics on the University of Groningen [103] .
Unmeant symbolism
Some Dutch people discovered unmeant symbolism in the euro notes. The Free Reformative Church were complaining about the ring of stars in the euro flag on the euro notes, which could be interpreted as paying homage to the Catholic Church [35] .
Classic theme on euro 500?
One comment on the euro banknote design contest in 1996 was that the different styles attributed to the denominations might have been chosen the other way around: the euro 500 should have been Classical and the euro 5 should have been Modern. If the euro 5 note were to become a coin, the series would still have a beginning, a first period. And the Classical period would be more appropriate for the highest value, this being the era we tend to respect more than the present age.
Wording of security features
As is already known, people have difficulty putting the security features in words [14] . This problem was experienced again during the preparation of the Euro 2002 Information Campaign. Despite a careful description, confusion occurred about the features. Even the (expected) more simple ones, like a security thread and a foil stripe were mixed up in the Dutch media when the first counterfeited euro notes appeared in July 2002: '… a silver security thread and a type of hologram' [23] and '… the silver thread through the note… and the silver-coloured stripe…' [24] . The security thread in the euro notes is not silver, and held against the light it is dark-coloured.
Communication consultants rather speak about the glossy gold stripe instead of iridescent ink or about tactile relief than intaglio. But, apparently, these terms are still too difficult, given the fact that the public does not seem to use them. Even the central bank sometimes has to search for the right words, like in this interview with the Dutch Governor: you should look at the number of … what is their name again … fibres [44] . Listening to the Dutch interviewees at TNS NIPO learned that the public describes the foil, the hologram as: silver strip, silver thing, silver sticker, glimmer, silver, reflective strip, hologram colours, rainbow colours, turning, turn round thing, moving, moving pictures. The DNB research conducted in 2004 showed that security features may also be misinterpreted [49] . The survey commissioned by OLAF also reported confusion about public security features: 'the hologram was often confused with the watermark or the iridescent stripe, and the watermark, with the security thread.' Here, too, the terms used to refer to the features are probably too difficult for the majority of people, since the report continues with: 'On the other hand, the explanations given by participants showed that they were familiar with some of the security features' [68] . In 2004, the ECB was no longer content with the first verbal definitions of the euro security features. For the new ECB communication tools, the vocabulary of the public features was made less technical in order to be better accessible to the public at large.
Successful terms for public security features typically have one or two syllables and describe the feature in words that the public understands. Brand names (DOVID, MVC, Kinegram, STEP, etcetera) or the correct technical name (iridescent pigments) should be avoided. Seen thus, see-through register and security thread are also not appropriate. There is a public need to refer to coins, banknotes, and security features by names [e.g. 14, 90]. To be sure, if the terms describing the security features are well understood, public tests should be performed.
Security features are complex and experienced as untrustworthy
Feedback on the first series of euro notes also showed that public security features are complex, and that some are too complex. Especially the holographic foils on the euro notes are criticised. Foil manufacturers seem to be on the wrong track given the fact that the holograms on the four highest denominations of the euro banknotes are awarded because of their ingenious complexity of the images [30] . Two remarks from the focus group study of DNB in 2004 illustrate the complexity experienced: 'You have to watch too many things. I am already happy that I can discriminate between the notes.' and 'I would only look at the colour and the foil stripe… but what they should look like I do not know' [49] .
Signature
All euro banknotes bear the ECB President's signature. At 1 November 2003, Mr. Jean-Claude Trichet became President of the ECB and the signature of Mr. Wim Duisenberg was replaced. When people got the first notes in hands with the signature of Mr. Trichet, they doubted the genuineness of these notes. Retailers, bank employees and -of course -collectors asked DNB about this changed signature. Many people do not know that banknotes with both signatures (Duisenberg and Trichet) are in circulation [61] . Other public remarks were that the President Trichet was not yet President in 2002 (the year on the notes did not change to 2003 [61, 79, 104] . As changing the signature on banknotes creates small variations in the banknotes, it is a questionable custom from a public communication point of view. On the one hand, the issuing authority expects that the public will notice small changes in a counterfeit banknote, while on the other hand the banknotes are changed by a signature; this seems inconsistent. It is also not optimal for automatic banknote processing if the note undergoes changes during circulation, for the changed area often needs to be covered during fitness inspection.
To the public, the signature seems to be unimportant, for only 3 % recall having seen a signature on the euro notes [84] . Surprisingly, collectors do not score much higher, witness the fact that a magazine for banknote collectors asked its readers on the basis of a photograph showing the two signatures: 'Which of the two is Duisenberg's?' [86] . Also a recently published study in Currency News reports that the signature is the least important feature for user levels 1, 2 and 3 [94] .
In most countries, signatures on banknotes are not legally required, though. It is a custom that dates back to the times when banknotes were signed by hand by the central bank and banknotes were coupons that were freely exchangeable against coins. Today the signature signifies that the new design has been approved by the President or Governor. This meaning would argue in favour of never changing a signature on a given banknote design. Mr. Wim Duisenberg's signature has been printed around 3.5x10 9 times on NLG notes and around 25x10 9 times on euro notes. For both currencies, the same signature was used, i.e. the one first used on the NLG 50/Sunflower issued in 1982! [15, 93] .
Date on banknotes
Several customs are found for providing a date on the banknote: -approval date/year of the printing proof, -date/year of first issue, -date/year of a new president/treasurer/governor. Sometimes a second date can be found on the notes, the year of production. This is e.g. the case on Canadian dollar notes which show on the reverse side, in small print: printed in 2000/imprimé en 2000, and the year of issue on the front. Like the signature, also the date on the banknotes is not something the general public will remember by heart. Just 1 % of the Dutch people recall that euro banknotes contain dates [17, 34, 84] .
Numbering of banknotes
The number on the euro notes is not a public security feature, but serves as information for the central banks (ECB plus National Central Banks or NCBs). Especially during the first months in 2002, the numbering system of the euro banknotes, which was not made public by the ECB, was a subject of much discussion and speculation. Within a few days the correct translation of the letters circulated on the internet (P = DNB or for the public The Netherlands). Little more time was required for decoding the letter in the plate number on the front of the notes (G = Joh. Enschedé). Its policy being that correct solutions should be affirmed, the ECB quickly provided standard answers to all the NCBs. Later all the NCB or country codes could be found on the ECB website. Some more mathematical skills were demonstrated by a Dutch student. He contacted DNB in January 2002 saying he had found the numerical equivalent of the country code (P = 26). DNB confirmed the calculation and Mr. Antens published the calculation of the check digit 9 on the euro notes [25] .
Communication and training
Anticipating on questions
Aware of the public's appreciation and interest in the NLG notes, in 2001 and 2002 DNB prepared several publications dedicated to the design of the new euro coins and banknotes, like the colours (proposed by DNB), the main images, the security features and the signature of Mr. Duisenberg [3, 4, 5, 15, 18, 20] . Also absent islands -Wadden, but the island of Texel on the notes! -were explained by DNB [13] .
Influence of training on knowledge
Providing training sessions in authentication on the basis of security of features is very helpful, as was demonstrated by the Pierre Mèndes University, which found that cashiers' awareness of security features had doubled after attending the training sessions (from, on average, 3.5 to 7 features). In preparing a training programme one needs to keep in mind a conclusion of the Bank of Canada: Without meaning or relevance, there is little motivation or interest to learn more about security features [28] . The question for central banks: how to maintain over time the public knowledge of the security features learned? Dutch citizens might be expected to know more about the euro 20 and euro 50 notes, as these notes were depicted in public communication tools like leaflets, advertisements, posters etcetera. But no proof for this could be found in the research conducted.
Some fun in public information
Although there is no real evidence, it seems that a modicum of fun in public information appeals to the general public. In the training CD-ROM 'The new colour of money' from the Federal Reserve System, issued in 2004, for example, the fluorescent fibres are represented as wriggling worms. The philosophy underlying this use might be the playing man, the homo ludens. It is clear that this way of communicating should be implemented prudently, since people also seem to expect serious information on banknotes and some dignity. Security features could also be promoted with the help of cartoons/comic strips, as experienced in the Netherlands and elsewhere.
Communication concepts
Before a banknote is designed, the communication concept should be established. Which public features will be promoted? Is there a theme? Are there stepping stones to remember them? Do they appeal to the public? TNS NIPO suggested drawing up a ranking of which features should be checked first [49] . Looking at the average number of security features known by heart (around 2), it seems logical to select a maximum of 3 features to be checked first. Table 1 Table 1 . A model for the marketing mix of six public features in a banknote. + = primary public security feature o = secondary public security feature
Slogans
The slogan Feel-Look-Tilt was developed as part of the information campaign after the notes were designed and printed. An analysis shows that the slogan does not really cover the four main security features, since Feel is missing, as is illustrated in Table 2 . Learned feedback: define the public security features before the slogan is made. The slogan was first introduced as Look-Feel-Tilt. It was successful during the introduction campaign, since 45 % of the people recalled this slogan unprompted [31] . By the end of 2004, the slogan was known less well. A new slogan might be Look for the colour, colour being the most characteristic property of a banknote. The public security features could be based on the same colour as the note. In a blue note, for example, all the public features are blue. i.e. a blue watermark, a blue foil, a blue thread, blue tactile areas, blue fluorescent fibres etcetera. The same goes for a green note, and so on. (Make sure that the colour blind are also able to use this colour marking!)
Quality and other remarks
Although produced within strict tolerances, minor differences occur between euro notes of one denomination, the reason being that they are produced at 9 accredited paper mills and 15 different printing works. The collectors were among the first to spot these small variations. Later, in the spring of 2005, one of the major newspapers in the Netherlands headlined: Poor printed new fifties look like counterfeits! [76] . By the end of 2005 Mr. Douwe Brongers published also about the variations in uniformity of euro banknotes [104] . Also the wandering security thread may mislead judgement. In DNB's most recent survey, interviewees came up with answers like There is something wrong with this note, the watermark has moved too close to the edge. This survey was prompted by the wish to back up DNB's statement that people are very well able to distinguish genuine and counterfeit notes from each other if the public security features are used [100] . A stable production is also necessary for vending automates: colour, opacity, thickness and other measurements critical for acceptance by an ATM require a constant, stable production.
Special substances in the banknotes
The discussion about TBT (tributyltin) in the euro banknotes was never a really topical issue in the Dutch media. TBT is used as a stabiliser, e.g. in food packaging, textiles etc. 1 kilogram of euro banknotes may contain 7.5 micrograms of TBT. The ECB responded that the average person would need to eat more than 2,500 euro banknotes a day over a prolonged period of time to cross the Tolerable Daily Intake (TDI).
Some more attention in the Netherlands was given to the emission spectrum of the euro, published by some researchers from the University of Utrecht. They wanted to know whether, as they expected, europium was used in the euro notes! [16] . DNB answered that this was possible. Responsible for the luminescence of the euro notes are both organic and inorganic pigments, which may contain rare earth elements like europium.
DNB also received a question from a cashier concerning the presence of colophony (rosin) in the euro banknotes. Colophony may cause allergic reactions and is regularly used in commercial paper types. The answer is that colophony is neither used in the banknote paper production, nor in the inks.
Remarks about the cotton used for the euro
In 2004, DNB was approached by the non-profit organisation Solidaridad about the use of cotton for banknote paper from small farmers. Their complaint concerned a lack of fair trade, since the cotton production in China and the USA is largely subsidised. DNB reacted positively and organised some trials at paper mills using cotton coming from small farmers in Peru, India and Uganda [96] .
The concept of fair trade should be kept segregated from genetically modified cotton and biological friendly produced cotton; both were no item for Dutch journalists.
